
Business challenge 1: Harmonizing a social business model

Capeesh has developed a tailored language learning for industries. However, the product has a 
lot of potential in social good. There are 2 billion language learners worldwide, and the majority 
of learners are private learners. While Capeesh offer a B2B (business to business) solution, the 
company gets a lot of requests from private learners and teachers who want to use the products 
with their students. These users range from immigrant centers, adult training, language schools, 
primary/seconday schools, universities and private learners. These segments typically have a 
strong intrinsic motivation for learning a language, but they have limited budgets to pay for digi-
tal language learning solutions. How can Capeesh offer a product to these users that harmonizes 
with a B2B business model? What should the prizing be? Who should be the target users to focus 
on, and why? What are ther core problems and reason to want to learn with Capeesh? When 
would they be interested in buying such a solution? Who should the company partner with?  Task: 
Develop a growth business plan for spreading Capeesh to multiple target users while defending a 
sustainable business model.

Data provided by Capeesh: list of all language schools in Norway, contact point with pilot part-
ners here in Trondheim, data about B2B/B2C business models amongst language learning 
companies, initial company business plan outline.

Competence needed from students: business development, business model design, analytical 
skills, partnership building, marketing and communication, economics.
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Design challenge 2: How should Capeesh be designed to provide the most socially sustainable 
and effective language learning for immigrants?

Capeesh has developed a digital language trainer that teaches the user specific terminology and 
pronunciation tailored towards the user’s mother tongue. Can a digital language learning solution 
survive by only teaching specific language learning challenges, or does the product need to con-
tain other stuff as well, such as rules of grammar, simple communicative phrases and social inte-
raction with other users? How should the product look like in order to increase the learning effect 
among users? How should Capeesh be developed in order to increase user adoption and user 
retention? Task: Develop a product roadmap suggestion for Capeesh 2.0.

Data provided by Capeesh: Real-time board design sketches and prototypes of pedagogical 
exercises, reward system, progression, difficulty level, grammar ideas. Gamification analysis of 
Capeesh, design document. Access to art director, language teachers and game designers.

Competence needed from students: UX design, product testing and development, user testing, 
idea generation, service design.
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Design challenge 3: How should the Capeesh admin panel look to help teachers and HR mana-
gers tailor language learning courses for their students?
 
Capeesh uses an advanced machine intelligence to tailor exercises containing specific industry 
terminology. The company has developed its own admin panel in order to tailor gamified language 
courses for companies and students. This admin panel works as a language course builder and 
will be highly useful for teachers and HR managers. How should the course creation panel be de-
signed so that it is understandable and easy to use for a language teacher, or someone else that 
is totally new to Capeesh? Task: Imagine being a teacher and test the usability of the Capeesh ad-
min panel in order to tailor a gamified terminology trainer for students, detect user challenges and 
areas that need improvement, and come up with design suggestions to an admin 2.0 that would 
solve these challenges.

Data provided by Capeesh: Access to the Capeesh admin panel, access to technical linguist and 
developers at Capeesh working on natural language processing and micro-services for exercise 
design.

Competence needed from students: UX design, product testing and development, user testing, 
idea generation, service design.
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Join our Capeesh Slack Community

Every student team that choses to work with Capeesh will have access to our 
Capeesh community on SLack, where you can community directly with our 

art director, product manager, game designers, language teachers, technical 
linguist, developers and business developers.


